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Year 1 Science Medium Term Plan – Spring and Summer 

 Please highlight all cross curricular links 

Date Objective (s) Task/activity Resources Key Vocabulary 

Lesson 1 

 

 

 

 

 

NC objective:  

To observe and describe 

how day length varies in 

the context of winter to 

spring. 

To observe changes 

across the four seasons 

by looking at how trees 

and the clothes that we 

wear change from winter 

to spring. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can describe how day 

length varies from 

winter to 

spring. 

I can identify changes in 

the trees and in clothes 

that we wear from 

winter to spring. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 1 

Discuss what happens to the length of the days in spring and what 

happens to the length of the nights in spring. Explain what we 

wear in spring and record what a tree looks like in spring. 

Differentiated Activities 

EXS  

Write the date and the season (spring). Draw a picture and write 

a sentence to describe what clothes they wear and what the 

trees look like in spring. Use a wordbank to support.  

 

 
SEN 

Draw a picture to describe what clothes they wear and what the 

trees look like in spring. Write the words to complete the 

sentences: I wear ……………… and ………………… . The leaves are 

starting to ………………… . Use a smaller wordbank to support. 

Challenges 

Write a sentence to explain what happens to the daylight in 

spring.  

Plenary 

What changes have you noticed between winter and spring? What 

have you been wearing? What has happened to the trees? What 

has happened to the length of the days? Compare this with 

autumn and winter. What are the main differences? 
 

 

 

 

 

Internet connection to watch a 

video. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-

clips-video/the-changing-

seasons/zh4rkmn 

 

spring 

summer 

seasons 

autumn 

winter 

wind direction 

thermometer 

temperature 

changes 

night 

day 

seasonal 

weather vane 

measure 

rain gauge 

observe 

record 

rainfall 

weather 

day length 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
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Lesson 2 

 

 

 

 

 

NC objective:  

To observe and describe 

weather associated with 

the seasons by observing 

the weather in spring. 

To gather and record 

data to help in answering 

questions by recording 

the weather, 

temperature, rainfall and 

wind direction in spring. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can observe and 

describe the weather in 

spring. 

I can collect and record 

data about the weather 

in spring. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 2 

Discuss how to watch the weather carefully and describe the 

weather in spring. Collect data about the weather, temperature, 

rainfall and wind direction and write and draw the data collected. 

Differentiated Activities 

EXS  

Write the date and the season (spring). Draw a picture of the 

weather today and write a sentence to describe the weather 

(what is has been e.g. sunny, rainy etc. and how it has felt e.g. 

warm, cold etc.) 

Use a wordbank to support. 

 
As a class, complete the chart every day to fill in the date, 

weather symbol, temperature, rainfall (mm), and wind direction. 

This could be stuck into the children’s books at the end of the 

week.  

SEN 

Draw a picture of the weather today and finish the sentences to 

describe the weather. Today it is…………………… . It feels ……………… . 

Use a smaller wordbank to support. 

Challenges 

Explain what changes people have had to make to adapt to the 

weather conditions today.  

Plenary 

What has the weather been like this week? What has the 

temperature been like? What clothes have you been wearing? 
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Lesson 3 NC objective:  

To observe changes 

across the four seasons 

by going on a spring walk. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can identify signs of 

spring. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 3 

Discuss how to look for the signs of spring in the local area. Talk 

about the 4 signs of spring.  

Differentiated Activities 

EXS/SEN 

Work in mixed ability pairs to go on an spring walk. Tick off any 

signs of spring that they see.  

Plenary 

Which signs of spring did you see?Did you find any signs of spring 

which weren’t on the list? What were they? Think about all the 

things you saw on our spring walk and how you felt. Think of 3 

words which describe the walk. My three words would be… 

Clipboard per pair 

Cameras/tablets (if available) 

Relevant outings and trips 

resources in line with your 

school policy and procedures, 

e.g. medication, first aid kit etc. 

Lesson 4 NC objective:  

To observe and describe 

how day length varies in 

the context of spring to 

summer. 

To observe changes 

across the four seasons 

by looking at how trees 

and the clothes that we 

wear change from 

spring to summer. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can describe how day 

length varies from spring 

to summer. 

I can identify changes in 

the trees and in clothes 

that we wear from spring 

to summer. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 4 

Discuss what happens to the length of days in summer and what 

happens to the length of the nights in summer. Explain what we 

wear in summer and record what a tree looks like in summer. 

Differentiated Activities 

EXS  

Write the date and the season (summer). Draw a picture and 

write a sentence to describe what clothes they wear and what 

the trees look like in winter. Use a wordbank to support.  

 

 
SEN 

Draw a picture to describe what clothes they wear and what the 

trees look like in winter. Write the words to complete the 

sentences: I wear ……………… and ………………… . The trees have 

……………………………… . Use a smaller wordbank to support. 

Challenges 

Write a sentence to explain what happens to the daylight in 

winter.  

Plenary 

Internet connection to watch a 

video. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-

clips-video/the-changing-

seasons/zh4rkmn 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/the-changing-seasons/zh4rkmn
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What changes have you noticed between spring and summer? 

What have you been wearing? What has happened to the trees? 

What has happened to the length of the days? Compare this with 

spring. What are the main differences? 

Lesson 5 NC objective:  

To observe and describe 

weather associated with 

the seasons by observing 

and recording the 

weather in summer. 

To gather and record 

data to help in answering 

questions by recording 

the weather, 

temperature, rainfall and 

wind direction in summer. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can observe and 

describe the weather in 

summer. 

I can collect and record 

data about the weather 

in summer. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 5 

Discuss how to watch the weather carefully and describe the 

weather in summer. Collect the data about the weather, 

temperature, rainfall and wind direction and write and draw the 

data we have collected. 

Differentiated Activities 

EXS  

Write the date and the season (summer). Draw a picture of the 

weather today and write a sentence to describe the weather 

(what is has been e.g. sunny, rainy etc. and how it has felt e.g. 

warm, cold etc.) 

Use a wordbank to support. 

 
As a class, complete the chart every day to fill in the date, 

weather symbol, temperature, rainfall (mm), and wind direction. 

This could be stuck into the children’s books at the end of the 

week.  

SEN 

Draw a picture of the weather today and finish the sentences to 

describe the weather. Today it is…………………… . It feels ……………… . 

Use a smaller wordbank to support. 

Challenges 

Explain what changes people have had to make to adapt to the 

weather conditions today.  

Plenary 

What has the weather been like this week? What has the 

temperature been like? What clothes have you been wearing? 
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Lesson 6 NC objective:  

Observe and describe 

weather associated with 

the seasons in the 

context of the summer 

sun. 

 

Lesson objectives:  

I can explain how to stay 

safe in the sun. 

Main Teaching 

Powerpoint 6 

Discuss why it is important to stay safe in the sun and talk about 

three different ways to stay safe in the sun. Explain why it is not 

ever safe to look directly at the sun. 

Differentiated Activities 

EXS  

Create a poster to help people to stay safe in the sun. 

SEN 

Draw pictures of things to put on the person that will help them 

to stay safe in the sun. Label the items.  

Challenges 

Match the picture with the sentence that describes it to explain 

how each item helps people to keep safe in the sun.  

Plenary 

Play “Stay Safe in the Sun” quiz and answer the three multiple 

choice questions.  

 

 


